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ABSTRACT
Emerging reconfigurable data centers introduce the unprecedented flexibility in how the physical layer can be programmed to adapt to current traffic demands. These reconfigurable
topologies are commonly hybrid, consisting of static and reconfigurable links, enabled by e.g. an Optical Circuit Switch
(OCS) connected to top-of-rack switches in Clos networks.
Even though prior work has showcased the practical benefits
of hybrid networks, several crucial performance aspects are
not well understood.
In this paper, we study the algorithmic problem of how to
jointly optimize topology and routing in reconfigurable data
centers with a known traffic matrix, in order to optimize a
most fundamental metric, maximum link load. We chart the
corresponding algorithmic landscape by investigating both
un-/splittable flows and (non-)segregated routing policies.
We moreover prove that the problem is not submodular for
all these routing policies, even in multi-layer trees, where a
topological complexity classification of the problem reveals
that already trees of depth two are intractable.
However, networks that can be abstracted by a single
packet switch (e.g., nonblocking Fat-Tree topologies) can be
optimized efficiently, and we present optimal polynomialtime algorithms accordingly. We complement our theoretical results with trace-driven simulation studies, where our
algorithms can significantly improve the network load in
comparison to the state of the art.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Data centers nowadays empower everyday life in aspects
such as business, health, industry, but also science and social interactions. With the rise of related data-intensive
workloads as generated by machine learning, artificial intelligence, and the distributed processing of big data in general,
data center traffic is growing rapidly [33], evoking considerable interest in data center design [29].
Herein the emergence of a programmable physical layer,
enabled by optical circuit switches [13, 37], free-space op⇤Supported by the European Research Council (ERC), grant
agreement No. 864228 (project AdjustNet).

tics [8], or beamformed wireless connections [21], leads to
intriguing new possibilities, as leveraging fully electrically
packet switched networks “is increasingly cost prohibitive
and likely soon infeasible” [28]. Extensive past work has already shown significant benefits of such reconfigurable data
center networks [17], but the underlying complexity is not
well understood [6]. For example, many works artificially
restrict their flow routing policies to be segregated between
programmable and static network parts, aiming to place elephant flows on reconfigurable links [15].
Whereas some general algorithmic results exist w.r.t. latency [7, 14, 16, 19, 24] or specific traffic patterns [36], complexity questions of network design for the objective of loadoptimization are mostly uncharted. An exception is the
work by Yang et al. [40], which focuses on the hardness
induced by wireless interference, and the work by Zheng et
al. [42], who study intractability on general graphs.
At the same time, link load is a most central performance
metric [21], and flow routing in traditional networks has
been investigated for decades already [2]. We are thus motivated by the desire to take the first steps towards fundamentally understanding the network design problem for
load-optimization in data center networks, jointly considering flow routing and (interference-free) physical layer programmability enabled by, e.g., optical circuit switches.
Contributions. This paper investigates network design
of load-optimization in reconfigurable networks with optical
circuit switches, leveraging the flexibility of emerging programmable physical layers for flow routing. We study the
problem of multiple dimensions, from splittable to unsplittable flows, to fully flexible (non-segregated) versus segregated routing policies. We summarize the results as follows:
1. Complexity: We prove strong NP-hardness for these
four routing policies on trees of any height not less
than two. Moreover, all four problem settings are not
submodular w.r.t. load-optimization, preventing common approximation techniques.
2. Algorithms: In turn, we give polynomial-time optimal
algorithms for the hybrid switch model [36], which applies to non-blocking data center interconnects as, e.g.,
Fat-Trees. To this end we leverage a combination of
subset matching results and topology-specific insights.
3. Evaluations: Our workload-driven simulations (using
real-world and synthetic traces) show that our algorithms significantly improve on state of the art methods, decreasing the maximum load by 1.6⇥ to 2.0⇥.
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(c) Reconfiguration M2 = {{d, b}, {a, e}}

Figure 1: Illustration of the load-optimization reconfiguration problem with a hybrid network N of five nodes {a, b, c, d, e},
four static links (drawn solid) and four reconfigurable links (dashed).

2.

MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

Network model. Let N = (V, E, E, C) be a hybrid network [26, 36] connecting the n nodes V = {v1 , . . . , vn } (e.g.,
top-of-the-rack switches), using static links E (usually connected by electrical packet switches), meanwhile N also contains a set of reconfigurable (usually optical) links E. The
graph (V, E [ E) is a bidirected1 graph such that two directions of each bidirected link {vi , vj } 2 E (resp. {vi , vj } 2 E)
work as two (anti-parallel) directed links (vi , vj ) and (vj , vi )
!
−
!
−
respectively. Let E (resp. E ) denote the set of corresponding directed links of E (resp. E). Moreover, a function
! −
−
!
C : E [ E 7! R+ defines capacities for both directions of
each bidirected link in E [ E. Note that (V, E [ E) can be a
multi-graph, e.g., when a reconfigurable link in E also connects two endpoints of a static link in E.
Reconfigured Network. We say that a hybrid network
N is reconfigured by a reconfigurable switch if some reconfigurable links M ✓ E, which must induce a matching,2
are configured (implemented) to enhance the static network
(V, E). The enhanced network N (M ) obtained by integrating the configured links M with the static links E of
the hybrid network N is called a reconfigured network, i.e.,
N (M ) = (V, E [ M ). The set of configured (bidirected)
links M , i.e., a matching, is called a reconfiguration of N .
Topologies. Our network model does not place a restriction on the underlying static topology and hence can be applied generally. Notwithstanding, for our hardness results
in §3, already simple trees suﬃce, whereas our positive algorithmic results cover many data center topologies (§4).
Traffic Demands. The resulting network should serve a
certain communication pattern, represented as a |V | ⇥ |V |
communication matrix D := (dij )|V |⇥|V | (demands) with
non-negative real-valued entries. An entry dij 2 R+ represents the traﬃc load (frequency) or a demand from the
node vi to the node vj . With a slight abuse of notation, let
D(vi , vj ) = dij hereafter.
Routing Models. In a reconfigured network, for each demand, unsplittable routing requires its flows being sent along
a single (directed) path, while splittable routing does not
restrict the number of paths used for sending its flows; Seg1
Symmetrical connectivity is the standard industry assumption for static cabling, however for reconfigurable links as
well. Outside highly experimental hardware, o↵-the-shelf
products use full-duplex connections and this model assumption is hence prevalent, even in FSO [8].
2
In other words, no two links in M are adjacent or share
an endpoint, enforced by hardware constraints in practice
(exclusive connections between ports).
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regated routing requires flows being transmitted on either
static links or configured links, but non-segregated routing
admits to sending flows on a path consisting of both configured and static links [13, 37]. Hence, we have four di↵erent
routing models: Unsplittable & Segregated (US), Unsplittable
& Non-segregated (UN), Splittable & Segregated (SS), and
Splittable & Non-segregated (SN).

2.1

Load Preliminaries

Load Optimization. Given a reconfigured network N (M )
!
−
−
!
and demands D, let f : E [ M 7! R+ be a feasible flow serving demands D in N (M ) under a routing
model ⌧ 2 {US, UN, SS, SN}. The load of each directed
! −
−
!
link e 2 E [ M induced by the flow f is defined as
L (f (e)) := f (e) /C (e), and
load is den then the maximum
! −
−
!o
fined as Lmax (f ) := max L (f (e)) : e 2 E [ M . There
must be an optimal flow fopt such that its maximum load
is minimized for all feasible flows serving D on N (M ). Such
an optimal flow is called a load-optimization flow in N (M ).3
Load-Optimization Reconfiguration Problem. Given
a hybrid network N , a routing model ⌧ 2 {US, UN, SS, SN},
and demands D, the ⌧ -load-optimization reconfiguration
problem is to find an optimal reconfiguration M ✓ E, to
generate an optimally reconfigured network N (M ), where
the maximum load of load-optimization flow is minimized.
Example. To illustrate the ⌧ -load-optimization reconfiguration problem, we give a small example in Figure 1. Fig. 1a
depicts the network before any reconfiguration. We consider the routing model ⌧ = SN and a capacity function
! −
−
!
8e 2 E [ E : C(e) = 20, with the six demands: D (a, b) = 8,
D (a, c) = 6, D (c, b) = 6, D (d, b) = 6 and D (a, e) = 6. In
Fig. 1a, each flow can only be routed along static links, creating a link load of 20/20 = 1 on, e.g., (a, c) with three demands of size 8, 6, 6 from a. To improve the maximum link
load, a greedy algorithm adds the links {a, b} in Fig. 1b.
Now, the demand D (a, b) = 8 is routed directly, reducing
the maximum load to just 0.6, which cannot be improved
further without undoing this first greedy choice.
Notwithstanding, we can improve the maximum load further. To this end, we select {a, e} and {d, b} to reconfiguration, as shown in Fig. 1c. At first, this might seem counterintuitive, as D (a, e) and D (d, b) are only of size 6 each,
leaving a load of 0.7 on the links (a, c) and (c, b). However,
the demand D (a, b) = 8 can be routed indirectly, via the
path {a, e, c, d, e}, yielding an optimal link load of 0.5.
3

We note that in other works with analogous definitions, load might also be denoted by utilization, and loadoptimization by load-balancing.
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3.

COMPLEXITY

Switch

In this section we consider the underlying complexity of
the load-optimization problem in reconfigurable networks.
We begin with the investigation of NP-hardness, and then
discuss the submodularity for our objective functions.

3.1

Intractability

We state the conclusions of NP-hardness w.r.t. these
four routing models in Theorem 1, where the strong NPhardness is shown by reductions from the strongly NP-hard
3-Partition problem [18], and the weak NP-hardness is obtained from the weakly NP-hard 2-Partition problem [18].

Switch

Node

Node 1
Node 2

Theorem 2. For ⌧ 2 {US, UN, SS, SN}-reconfiguration
problems, objective functions Φ and ⌦ are not submodular.

4.

HYBRID SWITCH NETWORKS

As shown, already simple tree networks of height h ≥ 2 are
intractable, and optimizations leveraging submodularity are
impossible. This raises the question if we can obtain optimal
and polynomial-time algorithms for meaningful settings.

4.1

Non-Blocking Data Center Topologies

Common data center topologies have trees of height 2 as
subgraphs or minors and hence seem like bad candidates for
eﬃcient algorithms at first glance. However, already early
designs adapted from telecommunications such as Clos [10]
topologies have a so-called non-blocking property, which we
can use to our advantage. An interconnecting topology C
is non-blocking, if the servability of a flow from v1 to v2
via C only depends on the utilization of the links (v1 , C)
and (C, v2 ): “such an interconnect behaves like a crossbar
switch” [41]. Non-blocking interconnects have become popular data center topologies [3] in particular in the form of
folded Clos networks or Fat-Trees [25], depicted in Fig. 2a:
the actual topology inside the interconnect (marked in a
blue rectangle) is immaterial and we only need to consider
the links incident to the nodes.4
4

We note that the non-blocking property can also be restricted to keep distributed routing schemes in mind, we
refer to Yuan [41] for an in-depth discussion.
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The submodularity of objective functions plays an important role in approximating optimization problems [35], as
by Venkatakrishnan et al. [36] for hybrid switch networks.
However, their objective function does not consider loadbalancing and therefore does not apply in our setting.
Objective functions. We investigate the submodularity
of the objective function Φ of a ⌧ -reconfiguration problem,
where for any matching M 2 2E , Φ (M ) 2 R+ denotes the
maximum load of a load-optimization flow in the reconfigured network N (M ). Moreover, we are also interested in the
submodularity of the objective function ⌦. For a matching M 2 2E , ⌦ (M ) 2 R+ denotes the di↵erence between
the maximum load of a load-optimization flow serving D in
the static network (V, E) and the maximum load of a loadoptimization flow in the reconfigured network N (M ).

Node

Switch

Node 3

...

Non-Submodularity

Switch

Switch

(a)

Theorem 1. The ⌧ -load-optimization reconfiguration
problem, where ⌧ 2 {US, SS, UN, SN}, is strongly NP-hard
when the static network (V, E) of the given hybrid network
N is a tree of height h ≥ 2. Furthermore, for ⌧ = UN,
the ⌧ -load-optimization reconfiguration problem is weakly
NP-hard if (V, E) is a star (a tree of height h = 1).

3.2

Node

Packet Switch

Node n

(b)

Figure 2: Illustration of a Fat-Tree network in 2a and a
hybrid switch network in 2b, as in [29]. Due to the nonblocking property of network in 2a, we can abstract the interconnect enclosed by the blue box as a packet switch, as
depicted in 2b. Additionally, a hybrid switch network also
contains a reconfigurable circuit switch (e.g. an OCS) that
provides a matching of the nodes, to be optimized for the demands D. Hence, augmenting a Fat-Tree by an OCS can be
investigated from the viewpoint of hybrid switch networks.
As thus, for our purposes, we can abstract the data center
interconnect C (which can be understood as a packet switch)
by a single center node c, leaving our previous intractability considerations behind. We hence turn our attention to
hybrid switch networks as considered by of Venkatakrishnan
et al. [36], which are represented by a packet and a circuit
switch connected to all nodes, see Fig. 2b.

4.2

Optimization of Hybrid Switch Networks

We formalize our algorithm in Algorithm 1, which optimally solves the ⌧ -reconfiguration problem on hybrid switch
networks (HSNs). Due space constraints, we only provide an
informal analysis for the following Theorem 3 in this paper.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 solves the {US, SS, SN}-recon
figuration problem optimally on HSNs in O n4 log n .

Let a hybrid switch network N = (V, E, E, C) be reconfigured by an optimal matching M ✓ E, then each reconfigurable link {vi , vj } 2 M introduces a triangle Gij that is a
subgraph of N (M ) induced by three nodes Vij = {c, vi , vj , },
where c is the central node (packet switch). Clearly, the
center c is the unique cutting vertex to disconnect Gij from
N (M ). We can define local demands Dij only for nodes of
Gij (lines 4-9 in Algorithm 1). Then, for each {vi , vj } 2 M ,
we can compute a load-optimization flow fij serving Dij
in Gij in a constant time, which also determines the locally maximum load Lmax (fij ) for Gij . Let fopt be a loadoptimization flow serving D in N (M ). It is easy to know
that each edge e in Gij has fopt (e) = fij (e). Let fold be a
flow serving D in the static network (V, E) of N before reconfiguration. We note that the minimized maximum load
Lmax (fopt ) can occur at one edge inside a triangle or a static
link not in any triangle. Thus, Lmax (fopt ) can be determined by a binary search for the locally maximum load of
each triangle and each link load of fold .
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Hybrid Switch Networks
Input : A hybrid switch network N = (V, E, E, C),
where the static network (V, E) is a star
with the center c 2 V , demands D, and a
routing model ⌧ 2 {US, SS, SN};
Output: A reconfiguration M and a
load-optimization flow fopt of N (M ) or
“null”;
!
−
+
1 let fold : E 7! R be a flow serving D on (V, E);
n
!o
−
2 let T := L (fold (e)) : e 2 E
and S = ;;
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

for each reconfigurable link {vi , vj } 2 E do
let Gij be a triangle on nodes Vij = {vi , vj , c},
where {c, vi }, {c, vj } 2 E and {vi , vj } 2 E;
8u 2 {vi , vj } define
P local demands Dij for Gij :
Dij (u, c) = v2V \{Vij } D (u, v);
P
Dij (c, u) = v2V \{Vij } D (v, u);
Dij (vi , vj ) = D (vi , vj );
Dij (vj , vi ) = D (vj , vi );
compute a load-optimization flow fij for Dij and
⌧ in the
S triangle Gij in O(1) time;
T = T S {Lmax (fij )};
S = S {({vi , vj } , Lmax (fij ))};
foreach threshold t 2 T do
create a graph G? = (V, E ? ), where E ? = ;;
for each static link e = {vi , c} 2 E do
if its load L (fold (e)) > t then
mark the node vi 2 V ”red” in G? ;
for each pair ({vi , vj } , Lmax (fij )) 2 S do
if the value Lmax (fij )  t then
add the edge {vi , vj } into G? ;
if a RTM matching M exists in G? then
obtain a load-optimization flow ffinal on the
reconfigured network N (M ) for D and ⌧ ;
return a matching M and fopt ;
return “null”;

When Lmax (fopt ) is known, we know that a leaf node
vi 2 V must be included in a triangle in N (M ) if its static
link {vi , c} has fold ({vi , c}) > Lmax (fopt ), otherwise the optimum Lmax (fopt ) cannot be satisfied. Therefore, we mark
such nodes vi as ”red”, which means that each node must
be covered by a reconfigurable link. Any reconfigurable link
{vi , vj } 2 E would be selected into M if the locally maximum load of its triangle no larger than Lmax (fopt ). Now, the
remaining task becomes solving the problem of Red-Target
Matching (RTM) to find an optimal matching (reconfiguration) M , where we employ a maximum-weight matching.
Definition 1 (Red-Target Matching (RTM)).
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a coloring l : V 7! {r, b}, to
find a matching M of G such that each node v 2 V having
the color l(v) = r is contained in an edge of M .
Improvement bounds. As we can see, in hybrid switch
network N , for any two nodes vi and vj , there is a unique
path before reconfiguration; and there are at most two edgedisjoint paths between vi and vj in any reconfigured network
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N (M ). Therefore, given a hybrid switch network N , demands D and a routing model ⌧ 2 {US, UN, SS, SN}, by
leveraging e.g. an OCS, the maximum load can at most be
decreased by a factor of two after reconfiguration.
Competitivity of matching algorithms. We next investigate the theoretical performance of a maximum matching
algorithm, as e.g. utilized in [37]. The heuristic idea based
on a maximum matching is that for each reconfigurable link
{u, v} 2 E, we send all flows of demands D(u, v) and D(v, u)
on links (u, v) and (v, u) respectively, then to find a maximum matching to maximize total size of flows on a set of
configured links M . As it turns out, such an optimization
might yield nearly no benefit, even though an optimal algorithm could hit the theoretical lower bound of 12 .

5.

EVALUATIONS

In order to study the performance of our algorithms under realistic workloads, we conducted extensive experiments
with a simulator, which we will release together with this
paper (as open source code). In particular, we benchmark
our hybrid switch algorithms against several state of the
art maximum matching and greedy baselines, considering a
spectrum of packet traces on hybrid switch topologies as in
Fig. 2. We first describe our methodology in §5.1 and then
discuss our results in §5.2.

5.1

Methodology

Baselines. We consider the following baselines and implemented the corresponding algorithms for comparison. First,
we compare our hybrid switch network algorithms (denoted
by HSN-US/SN ) with a Maximum Weight Matching algorithm as a baseline, where routing occurs either on direct reconfigurable links or via the central packet switch.
The matching algorithm is employed, e.g., by [13, 37] and
is also optimal with respect to the average weighted path
length [15] in this instance. Second, we also compare to a
Greedy approach used by, e.g., Halperin et al. [21] and Zheng
et al. [42]. For the link e that currently has the highest load,
we check for the largest flow that can be rerouted on a direct
connection, and o✏oad it from the electrically switched network parts. This process is iterated until the load cannot be
reduced further, where di↵erent links e can be chosen in each
iteration. Lastly, we additionally plot the maximum load on
the network before reconfiguration (labelled as Oblivious).
Traffic Workloads. Traﬃc traces in di↵erent networks and
running di↵erent applications can di↵er significantly [5,9,19,
23, 31]. We collected real-world and synthetic datasets from
which we generate traﬃc matrices to evaluate and compare
the performance of our algorithms. In particular, Datacenter traces from Facebook [31], HPC traces from the CESAR
backbone [1], and synthetic pFabric traces [4].
Experimental Setup. All considered topologies, ranging
from 40 to 3000 nodes, employ hybrid switch networks as
in Fig. 2b. We repeat each setting by running it 5 times
and display the averaged results, normalizing the workload
in the static topology. For the runtime, we plot the average
values in seconds, but also display minimum and maximum
values by shading. Our simulations were run on a machine
with two Intel Xeons E5-2697V3 SR1XF with 2.6 GHz, 14
cores5 each and a total of 128 GB RAM. The host machine
5

However, each algorithm only utilized a single core.
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(a) Database Cluster: Max Load (b) Database Cluster: Runtime

(c) Hadoop Cluster: Max Load

(d) Hadoop Cluster: Runtime

Figure 3: Algorithmic comparison of the maximum load and runtime for di↵erent Facebook clusters
was running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS. We implemented the algorithms in Python (3.7.3) leveraging the NetworkX library
(2.3). For the implementation of the maximum matching
algorithm we used the algorithm provided by NetworkX.

5.2

Results and Discussion

We discuss all results in text, but only plot the results for
Facebook traces up to 1000 nodes, due to space constraints.
Potential for Load Optimization. All algorithms significantly improve the load over the Oblivious baseline and
provide relatively stable benefits throughout all scenarios
investigated. Among these algorithms, the HSN algorithms
typically clearly outperform the others.
More specifically, for the database clusters, the reduction
in the maximum load provided by the HSN-SN algorithm
is almost a factor of two throughout the spectrum. For the
Hadoop clusters, the performance of HSN-SN slightly decreases, but still achieves ⇡ 60% of the original Oblivious
load up until a network size of 1000 and then stays stable
at ⇡ 70% beyond. The three remaining algorithms (Greedy,
Max. Weight Matching, and our HSN-US) achieve nearly
identical values, with Greedy and HSN-US being slightly
better. Above 1000 nodes, we observe that their capability
to further reduce the load is quite restricted. Notwithstanding, they always perform significantly worse than HSN-SN,
resulting in a comparatively load-increase of ⇡ 60%.
Regarding the HPC traces, we can observe similar results
as in the Database Cluster, in terms of maximum load reduction. Also for the pFabric traces, our HSN-US algorithm
achieves a lower maximum load compared to the Greedy or
Max. Weight Matching. Here, the variance is slightly higher
than in the other experiments; this matches empirical observations on the complexity of the traces produced by these
synthetic traces [5].
In regard to the maximum load reduction, we conclude
that our HSN-SN algorithm is quite stable w.r.t. to the
number of nodes in the network. In contrast to that, Max.
Weight Matching and the Greedy algorithm asymptotically
approach the maximum load of the unconfigured network.
Runtime Performance. The best runtime is generally
achieved by the Greedy algorithm, due to its early termination when no link can be added anymore. Our experiments
show that in the case of the Greedy algorithm, this is unfortunately happening very early on. Regarding the runtime of
the the Max. Weight Matching, we want to emphasize that
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the algorithm is unaware of the underlying problem of reducing the maximum link load. Therefore, a lot of runtime
is actually wasted without achieving any further load reduction. In comparison to Max. Weight Matching, our HSN-US
has a similar runtime, while spending all of it searching for
the best load reduction matching.
HSN-US is consistently faster than HSN-SN, and the latter features quite a high variance in runtime. Notwithstanding, HSN-US has the benefit of only routing along single
paths, which can be beneficial for performance metrics beyond load [32, 40]. On the other hand, such issues can be
alleviated with specialised multipath procotols [12, 30, 38].
Summary. While all algorithms provide load reductions,
the extent of these optimizations and the required runtime
di↵er significantly. Our results suggest that the load optimizations provided by HSN-US might prove beneficial over
other segregated routing strategies, particularly because of
its low runtime which is comparable to that of the Max.
Weight Matching. We conclude that when considering both
potential load reduction and runtime, HSN-SN provides a
better tradeo↵ than HSN-US.

6.

SELECTED RELATED WORK

While most related work on flow routing in data center
networks focuses on non-reconfigurable topologies [29], reconfigurable topologies have recently received more attention. Algorithmic complexity aspects however are still not
well understood, and we refer to [6,17] for an overview. Performance guarantees for scheduling traﬃc matrices with specific skew were obtained by Venkatakrishnan et al. [36] leveraging submodularity, a condition that does not hold in our
setting. Load-optimization in reconfigurable data centers
was recently studied by Yang et al. [40], who investigated
the impact of wireless interference on cross-layer optimization. We see our work as orthogonal, as we only consider
inherently interference-free technologies.
Another interesting line of work is by Zheng et al. [42],
who study how to enhance the design of Diamond, BCube
and VL2 network topologies with small reconfigurable
switches, inspired by Flat-Tree [39]. They target maximum
link load as well, and present intractability results on general graphs, although these results do not transfer to specific
data center topologies or trees, respectively. However, they
do not analyze di↵erent routing models and their greedy
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algorithms not provide formal performance guarantees.
That being said, even though our work is mostly motivated by technologies emerging in data center networks,
it also applies to other reconfigurable technologies, as long
as they fulfill our model properties. Fundamentally di↵erent however are reconfigurable optical wide-area networks,
where fiber is fixed, but wavelengths can be adjusted for e.g.
bulk-transfers [11, 22, 27] and reliability concerns [20, 34].

7.

CONCLUSION

We investigated load minimization in reconfigurable hybrid networks, leveraging the flexibility of emerging programmable physical layers. We studied the underlying problem complexity, presented eﬃcient optimizations for special
cases, and complemented our results with simulations.

8.
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